A Mother’s Guilt

Bir Annenin Günahı

Who puts her own life at risk for someone else? “Mother” is the only
person who would do anything for her child, sacrifice her own life or end
someone else’s. Yet - can “being a mother” change the verdict of a crime?
This is the dramatic story of a mother who commits a crime for her child
and the love is tested by this guilt.

CAST: Özge Özberk, Musa Uzunlar, Emre Kınay,
Mert Yazıcıoğlu, Simay Barlas, Pamir Pekin and
Nefise Karatay
ORIGINAL TITLE: Bir Annenin Günahı
YEAR: 2020
EPISODE: In Production
PRODUCER: Limon Yapım
ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

A

4

hekimoglu

hekimoğlu

The local version of the hit US scripted series “House M.D.” starring Timuçin
Esen as Ateş Hekimoğlu who is an acclaimed infectious diseases and
nephrology physician. With his team of 3 young doctors Hekimoglu, does
whatever it takes to solve the most puzzling cases in his way.

CAST: Timuçin Esen, Okan Yalabık,
Ebru Özkan, Kaan Yıldırım,
Damla Çolbay, Aytaç Şaşmaz, Belçim Bilgin
ORIGINAL TITLE: Hekimoğlu
YEAR: 2019
EPISODE: S01 44 Commercial Hours
S02 In Production
PRODUCER: Ojo Pictures
ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

A

6

Romance Next Door

Çatı Katı Aşk

“Romance Next Door’’ is the love story and also the story of friendship
between 4 young people from different social classes and cultures, whose
characters are opposite to each other. These 4 young people; Ateş Avcı,
Ayşen Yılmaz, Demir Yılmaz and Yasemin Çetin will not only fall in love but
also build a strong friendship based on a “cheerful lie”.

CAST: Furkan Andıç, Ezgi Şenler, Yiğit Kirazcı and
Nilay Deniz
ORIGINAL TITLE: Çatı Katı Aşk
YEAR: 2020
EPISODE: In Production
PRODUCER: Mia Yapım
ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

Y

8

Ruthless City

Zalim İstanbul

Seher was living with her 2 daughters, son and her mother in law in Antakya, a small city south east of Turkey. Her family’s life changes dramatically
when her mother in law makes a deal to sell one of her daughters to a
wealthy man from her hometown, Agah Karaçay. Agah is a wealthy man
moved from Antakya to İstanbul very long time ago. He has a beautiful wife
one son and one daughter living in a classic mansion in Istanbul. Agah and
Seher’s way crossed because of an indecent deal made by Seher’s mother
in law. This new encounter will be a test for each and every person in both
families. Karaçay’s impressive and glamorous life which covers an old and
dangerous secret will shake both families from the ground when Seher
steps into Agah’s mansion.

CAST: Fikret Kuşkan, Mine Tugay, Ozan Dolunay,
Berker Güven, Simay Barlas, İdris Nebi Taşkan,
Deniz Uğur
ORIGINAL TITLE: Zalim İstanbul
YEAR: 2019
EPISODE: 136 Commercial Hours
PRODUCER: Avşar Film
ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

A
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Love Trap

Afili Aşk

Kerem is the son of Yigiter family, one of the wealthiest families of Istanbul
that has a textile factory. Being smart, handsome but also playboy Kerem,
can never be able to get the approval of his father. Ayşe is a poor girl
working in Yigiter family’s factory. She has a good heart but also has 2 big
brothers who control her life. Her only way of getting out of their control
is to marry his boyfriend Berk, but their brothers try to marry her with the
wealthy boy in the neighbourhood Sabri. Berk who is afraid of her brothers
and also from getting married gets lost for good and Ayşe busted him with
Gonca, her best friend.
After Berk’s betrayal, Ayşe decides for the first time in her life to do
something good for herself, but something evil for Kerem. She makes a plot
and forces him to marry her. This marriage will bound them forever and will
CAST: Çağlar Ertuğrul, Burcu Özberk, Altan Erkekli,
Neşe Baykent, Ozan Dağgez, Asena Tuğal, Serkay
Tütüncü, Benian Dönmez, Taner Rumeli, Beril
Pozam, Hira Su Yıldız,
Uğur Uzunel, Güzide Arslan, Umutcan Ütebay,
Yılmaz Kunt and Zeynep Tuğçe Bayat

never let them out.

ORIGINAL TITLE: Afili Aşk
YEAR: 2019
EPISODE: 136 Commercial Hours
PRODUCER: ARC Film
ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

Y
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new life

yeni hayat

“New Life” is about the chain of events happen when two very different families
paths are crossed.

Everything starts with a business opportunity that comes across
Captain Adem (Serkan Çayoğlu), who left the Special Forces. The door of a new life
was opened to the happy little family, which Adem created with
his wife Nevin (Nilperi Şahinkaya) and their little daughter Ece.

All Adem has to do is to protect Yasemin (Melisa Aslı Pamuk), the young wife of
Timur (Tayanç Ayaydın), a rich and powerful businessman.
With Adem’s acceptance of the job offer, he and his family step into a completely
different world where they are foreigners.
CAST: Serkan Çayoğlu, Melisa Aslı Pamuk, Tayanç
Ayaydın, Nilperi Şahinkaya, İpek Filiz Yazıcı, Nisa
Sofya Aksongur, Devrim Nas, Övül Özbay, Azer
Caner İnan, Ayşe Tunaboylu, Furkan Kalabalık,
Begüm Akkaya, Seher Terzi

Their “New Life” is exciting and promising in the beginning... But soon this perfect
picture turns out to be as deceptive as advertising photos.

ORIGINAL TITLE: Yeni Hayat
YEAR: 2020
EPISODE: 8 Original Episodes
PRODUCER: Ojo Pictures
ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

A

14
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WOUNDED LOVE

PRICE OF PASSION

PREMIUM DRAMA

VATANIM SENSİN

PREMIUM DRAMA

SİYAH BEYAZ AŞK

CAST: Halit Ergenç, Bergüzar Korel,
Onur Saylak, Celile Toyon, Fatih Artman,
Boran Kuzum, Pınar Deniz, Miray Daner,
Genco Özak, Erman Bacak, Ali Hikmet Kürekçi, Ahmet Uğur Say,
Ufuk Bayraktar, Levent Can, Berker Güven

This is the story of one of the most tragic heroes of his times. A hero who is condemned to face the ruination of

CAST: Birce Akalay, İbrahim Çelikkol,
Muhammed Uzuner, Arzu Gamze Kılınç

Ferhat is a hitman working for his criminal uncle. Aslı is a young and idealistic doctor. One day, their roads

ORIGINAL TITLE: Vatanım Sensin

crossed in the most unexpected way, Aslı is forced to operate on a man that Ferhat had shot. Then, Aslı had to

his family while he can do nothing to stop it. A father who is fated to be left alone by his family and by his treasORIGINAL TITLE: Siyah Beyaz Aşk

marry with Ferhat to save her life. In the world of corrupt relationships and ambition of power, this two opposite

ured love, because of the vital secret that he cannot reveal to anyone. The woman whom he has left behind will
YEAR: 2017

people will get along through time and get closer to each other. However, Ferhat’s lifestyle is too dark to live an

tear him apart when she has no choice but to accept a marriage proposal- while pregnant with his child. For
EPISODE: 96 Commerical Hours

YEAR: 2016

innocent love story. Will Ferhat and Aslı live happily ever after against all dangers waiting for them?

what reason would a man allow this to happen to him? Who is one’s most sinister enemy? How can the most
EPISODE: 168 Commercial Hours

DUBBING: Portuguese, French

DUBBING: Spanish

apparent truth bear the most tragic lie? Can love be against pride and honor? Can love stay unwounded in the

PRODUCER: O3

face of betrayal?

PRODUCER: D PRODUCTIONS
ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D
TRAILER:

AWARDS: One of the best productions at
Fresh TV at MIPCOM 2016
TRAILER:

18
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FATMAGUL

FORBIDDEN LOVE

PREMIUM DRAMA

FATMAGÜL’ÜN SUÇU NE?

PREMIUM DRAMA

AŞK-I MEMNU

CAST: Beren Saat, Engin Akyürek

Fatmagül lives in a coastal town with her naive brother Rahmi and his wife Mukaddes. She is counting the

CAST: Kıvanç Tatlıtuğ, Beren Saat,
Selçuk Yöntem, Nebahat Çehre, Hazal Kaya

Based on the work of Turkish author Halit Ziya Uşaklıgil. Adnan, after losing his wife eleven years ago and

ORIGINAL TITLE: Fatmagül’ün Suçu Ne

days before she marries her fiancé, her childhood love, fisherman Mustafa... Kerim lives in the same town.

YEAR: 2011
EPISODE: 169 Commercial Hours

excluding himself from his social environment gave all his attention to raising his daughter Nihal and his son
ORIGINAL TITLE: Aşk-ı Memnu

When he was a little boy, his father left him and his mother for another woman. Ebe Nanny who is known as the

Bülent. The family lives in one of Istanbul’s best neighborhoods with a relative’s son Behlül, and his children’s

healer of the town, takes Kerim under her own care after his mother’s suicide. They start to live a normal life.

YEAR: 2010

Every summer Kerim waits for his childhood friends Selim, Erdoğan and Vural who are all members of wealthy

EPISODE: 158 Commercial Hours

families and live in big cities. At the night of Selim’s engagement party, four drunk friends Selim, Vural, Erdoğan

DUBBING: Spanish, Portuguese

and Kerim come across to Fatmagül who just sent her fiancé Mustafa on a voyage. They start joking around

PRODUCER: AY YAPIM

half-French nanny. Behlul meets Bihter years later and falls madly in love with her. That where the story begins.

DUBBING: Spanish, English, Portuguese, French
PRODUCER: AY YAPIM
ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D
TRAILER:

While searching for peace, safety and happiness in Adnan’s shore house, Bihter meets passion. Behlül and

with Fatmagül which leads to a huge scandal and tragedy that will never let any of them sleep in peace again.

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

They rape Fatmagül! After Fatmagül is raped, Mustafa goes crazy and breaks off the engagement. To cover up
TRAILER:

this three rich drunk youngers’ dirt, Selim’s family forces poor Kerim to marry Fatmagül. Kerim is not guilty but
Fatmagül was not conscious and she thinks that he raped her as well. How can Kerim convince Fatmagül that
he is innocent? Will the actual rapists be able to continue living their spoiled and luxurious lives and hide this
sin? Will unfortunate Fatmagül learn to live with and love Kerim? A story that will take your breath away...

20

21

Bihter get drowned by their infatuation with each other. Their secret love affair will soon affect every member of
the family… Passion and love capture loyalty.

WAR OF THE ROSES

FOR MY SON

PREMIUM DRAMA

GÜLLERİN SAVAŞI

PREMIUM DRAMA

POYRAZ KARAYEL

CAST: Damla Sönmez, Barış Kılıç,
Canan Ergüder

Gülru was born in a suburban neighborhood and grew up in the servants’ quarters of a mansion where her fa-

CAST: Burçin Terzioğlu, İlker Kaleli,
Musa Uzunlar, Ali İl

It is a story in which love and hate, friendship and hostility, kindness and malignity are lived on the edge. Poyraz

ther worked as a gardener. Despite the dreams she had when she was in the gardens of the splendid mansion,

Karayel is a former police officer who is suspended unjustly because of a crime that he didn’t commit. He loses

ORIGINAL TITLE: Güllerin Savaşı

ORIGINAL TITLE: Poyraz Karayel

she never forgot her modest neighborhood. She kept travelling back and forth between the mansion and the

everything he cares for; his family, his job, his wife and his son. He hits rock bottom. While he desperately tries

YEAR: 2014

YEAR: 2015

neighborhood. The heroes of her world were her childhood love, her caring father, her sisters and Cihan, the

to find a way to take his son from his father-in-law, Poyraz’s old chief Mümtaz makes him an offer. In this offer,

EPISODES: 168 Commercial Hours

EPISODE: 241 Commercial Hours

mansion owners’ son. She admired Gulfem Sipahi the daughter of the mansion owner, above them all. Gulfem

he is supposed to get into a godfather named Bahri Umman’s service and provide information to the chief.

DUBBING: Spanish
ORIGINAL PRODUCER: MEDYAPIM
ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

DUBBING: Spanish

left the mansion for a few years, and when she returned she reignited the admiration that Gulru felt for her as

PRODUCER: MEDYAPIM

a child. Nobody approves of this admiration. One day, Gülru’s path crosses with Gulfem’s former lover, Omer

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

Hekimoglu. By this meeting, dreams and the facts of Gülru’s small world are about to be turned upside down.

TRAILER:

Poyraz has nothing to do but to accept this offer. In the meantime, he meets a girl named Ayşegül. Because
Poyraz is the master of getting himself into a trouble, he manages to get Ayşegül into a trouble as well. Ayşegül
and Poyraz liked each other since the moment that they saw each other for the first time. However, love seems

With the changes, starts the war of the roses. There is no way of staying out of this war, in the neighborhood or

impossible for these two hurt, tired and lonely people. The reason for this is that Ayşegül is the daughter of

the mansion.

Bahri Umman and Poyraz has to keep his mission a secret from Ayşegül.

22
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KUZEY GUNEY

TIME GOES BY

PREMIUM DRAMA

KUZEY GÜNEY

PREMIUM DRAMA

ÖYLE BİR GEÇER ZAMAN Kİ

CAST: Kıvanç Tatlıtuğ, Öykü Karayel,
Buğra Gürsoy

Kuzey Güney is the story of two brothers’ struggle to survive in their own worlds. They have different

CAST: Erkan Petekkaya, Ayça Bingöl

Can a shattered family be “whole” again? Year 1967… Oceangoing master, Ali Akarsu spends most of his time

ambitions.... different paths... The only thing they have in common is Cemre, the girl they are both in love with...

ORIGINAL TITLE: Öyle Bir Geçer Zaman Ki

away from his family. While he is away, his wife Cemile takes care of their four children. She tries to cover up

Kuzey is very lively, rebellious, hot tempered, fearless, righteous and impatient... When there are no words left

YEAR: 2011

her husband’s deficiency. The story begins with the return of Ali from his voyage. The whole family is happy that

to be said, he speaks with his fists. That is why he has gotten into trouble ever since his childhood... On the

EPISODE: 297 Commercial Hours

Ali’s come back from his voyage, but they are unaware of the fact that this return will change their lives forever.

contrary, Güney is a calm, patient, logical and hard-working man... The events which destroy the brothers’ lives

DUBBING: Spanish

This time there is a dark side of his return that no one knows about. He acts differently to everyone, especially

begin right after Cemre moves into the neighborhood. One night, a very dramatic incident separates the two

PRODUCER: D PRODUCTIONS

Cemile. One day, Cemile finds a letter in Ali’s pocket which leads to many events that will turn the Akarsu family

brothers... An incident which is kept a secret... Now, the family has a big secret which they have to live with, their

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

upside down, a letter that will reveal his secret love. After reading this letter, Cemile finds out that Ali has had an

entire lives.... An overwhelming and burdening weight on Güney’s shoulders... Kuzey’s revenge and survival....

TRAILER:

affair with a foreign woman named Caroline. From that moment on, nothing stays the same. Will Cemile forgive

ORIGINAL TITLE: Kuzey Güney
YEAR: 2013
EPISODE: 187 Commercial Hours
DUBBING: Spanish, French
PRODUCER: AY YAPIM
ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D
TRAILER:

A secret that breaks two brothers apart, but also a reason to reunite them..... A story that has many questions to

her husband? Will Ali choose to stay with Cemile or his secret lover? Will the children forgive Ali and accept this

be answered.... Will Güney’s hard work and ambition turn into greed and anger? Will Kuzey find peace and love

affair or make him leave the family?

in his life?

24
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FLAMES OF DESIRE

WAITING FOR THE SUN

PREMIUM DRAMA

HAYAT ŞARKISI

PREMIUM DRAMA

GÜNEŞİ BEKLERKEN

CAST: Burcu Biricik, Birkan Sokullu, Ahmet Mümtaz Taylan

”Flames Of Desire” is a story about desire, love of repeadetly blown heroes, and their Reunion, farewell and

CAST: Hande Doğandemir, Kerem Bursin

ORIGINAL TITLE: Hayat Şarkısı

struggle…

ORIGINAL TITLE: Güneşi Beklerken

YEAR: 2016

In effort to become friends again after a huge dispute Bayram, and his blood brother Salih plan to marry their

YEAR: 2013

EPISODE: 186 Commercial Hours

children to one another. Their children are raised in different cities until they are of age to marry. Bayram who

EPISODE: 147 Commercial Hours

DUBBING: Spanish, French

has two children, lives in Istanbul and has businesses worth a fortune doesn’t forget the promise that he gave

DUBBING: Spanish

PRODUCER: Most Yapım

to Salih. When his young boy Kerim graduates from college, Bayram and his son go to live next to Salih in the

PRODUCER: D PRODUCTIONS

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

village. Salih lives together with his two girls; Hulya and Melek. Salih also plans to keep the promise he made

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

and with the arrival of Bayram they see that they both plan to make good on their promises. However, the

TRAILER:

Demet is a self-sacrificing woman who raised her daughter Zeynep by herself. What happened with Zeynep’s
father has been kept as a secret by Demet for many years. Everything starts changing with the closure of Demet’s
shop. While dealing with financial difficulties, she receives a helping hand from her best friend Jale, who is the
headmistress at one of the most prestigious private schools in İstanbul. She offers to help Demet and Zeynep
move to İstanbul. This offers is to compensate the mistake Jale made many years ago. She finds a job for Demet
at her sister’s shop and this job brings Demet a great surprise. Zeynep finds it hard to adapt to İstanbul. On her
first day at school, Zeynep and Kerem, quarrel with each other. Kerem is the only son of the school owner. He rules
the school as if it were his kingdom, he tortures anyone who annoys him. Zeynep saves one of her peers from
being tortured without knowing that she will pay for it. He tries to make her apologize in front of the school. Zeynep
refuses and challenges him. By doing so, she receives support from Barış, a boy Kerem loves like a brother. The
fact that Zeynep could be a successful athlete is noticed by her gym teacher, Cihan who also had a relationship
with Zeynep’s mother when they were teenagers. Cihan begins to pay more attention to this talented woman. But
Cihan’s daughter Melis, who is also a student at the same school doesn’t like this situation at all. Melis offers to
help Kerem, whom she has a crush on, to teach Zeynep a lesson. Kerem is fixated on revenge and has already
begun the countdown for a plan that will make Zeynep the laughing stock of the whole school…

children have established a life of their own and shifted their love interests and goals into different directions.
They have found solutions of their own, and Hulya has begun her plan which nobody thought of before.”

26
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WAVES

SUNSHINE GIRLS

PREMIUM DRAMA

BODRUM MASALI

PREMIUM DRAMA

GÜNEŞİN KIZLARI

CAST: Timuçin Esen, Şevval Sam, Murat Aygen,
Dilan Çiçek Deniz, Alperen Duymaz

“Waves” is the story of the Erguven family. Evren Erguven was the owner of a hotel chain. He was very rich
and ambitious, however he made a faulty investment, and because of his greed he lost everything- in just one
night!The bankruptcy not only affected Evren, but also his wife, who was known for managing charities, and
his children Ates and Su.The only thing the family has left is part ownership of a modest hotel in Bodrum. The
hotel was owned by Yildiz’s father, and after he passed away he left it to her and Faryali. Before Evren was rich
he worked there, as did Yildiz. Faryali never stopped working there. Evren wants to sell the hotel and become
rich again, however Yildiz prefers to keep the hotel and manage it. If they sold the hotel Faryali wouldn’t have a
job and Yildiz would feel as if she were betraying her father’s legacy.Before moving to Bodrum the family lived in
luxury. The children went to the best schools, where their classmates were all as rich as them. The two children
can’t help but remember all that they left behind. Ates was in love with a rich girl named Alara, and Su was in
love with a rich boy named Cenk. They are starting to understand that love is more important than money. The
children have made friends in Bodrum. One of their new friends is Faryali’s brother Kelebek and the other is
Asli. Asli has had a difficult life. Asli fell in love with Ates, and Kelebek fell in love with Su at first sight. Before the
arrival of the Erguven family the lives of Asli and Kelebek were very boring. Because of Asli and Kelebek Su and
Ates have begun to understand the struggles of life. Evren tries to separate Yildiz and Faryali from one another
and tries to use their pasts against them forming a struggle at the hotel.Evren has a mistress, Gozde, and she
wants to get rich quickly. She also plays the game with Evren. Bodrum gives the family a new chance at life, and
tests as well.

CAST: Berke Atan, Tolga Sarıtaş, Burcu Özberk, Miray Akay,
Emre Kınay, Hande Erçel, Evrim Alasya

Güneş, a 35-year-old woman with three daughters, is a literature teacher from İzmir. She lives a happy life with

ORIGINAL TITLE: Hayat Şarkısı
YEAR: 2016
EPISODE: 113 Commercial Hours
DUBBING: Spanish, French
PRODUCER: TMC Film Yapım A.Ş.
ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

her 17-year-old fraternal twins, Nazlı and Selin, and Peri who is two years younger than her sisters. Then one
ORIGINAL TITLE: Güneşin Kızları

day, a businessman from İstanbul, Haluk Mertoğlu’s path crosses with Güneş’s. They fall in love with each

YEAR: 2015

other. Haluk proposes to her after a little while and astonishes Güneş. She wants to accept his proposal but

EPISODE: 113 Commercial Hours

there is a small issue, her daughters haven’t heard of her relationship with Haluk, yet. Nazlı, one of the twins,

DUBBING: Spanish

upon learning of the proposal, is entirely against their marriage, while Selin thinks that this marriage is a great

PRODUCER: SÜREÇ FİLM

opportunity for both herself and her mother. Peri believes that whatever makes Gunes happy will make her
happy too. Despite all the problems Gunes creates, Haluk never thinks of breaking up with her. Güneş and her

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D
TRAILER:

daughters become an issue for the Mertoğlu family, though life in the Mertoğlu family is not as perfect as it
seems. With Güneş’s family and Mertoğlu family’s coming together, all secrets will come to light and nothing
will be the same.
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MATTER OF RESPECT

MERYEM

PREMIUM DRAMA

ŞEREF MESELESİ

PREMIUM DRAMA

MERYEM

CAST: Kerem Bursin, Yasemin Allen, Şükrü Özyıldız,
Burcu Biricik, Şükran Ovalı

Everything begins with the Kılıç family’s move to İstanbul. Moving to İstanbul is Zeliha’s biggest dream. Zeliha and

CAST: Ayça Ayşin Turan, Furkan Andıç, Cemal Toktaş

“A woman who undertakes a crime for the man she loves, Meryem.... A prosecutor who can do everything for his

her husband Hasan have two sons. Their first child Yiğit, is a mischievous, good-looking, womanizer, and a powerful

ORIGINAL TITLE: Meryem

career and power, Oktay.... Ahmet, whose eye darkened with revenge after he lost his lover..

man. Their second son Emir is just the opposite of his brother. He is a calm, hard-working man and when it comes

YEAR: 2017

to women, he is timid and shy. After finishing the faculty of law, Emir decides to make his compulsory internship in

EPISODE: 94 Commercial Hours

İstanbul. The moment Zeliha hears about this, she starts a fight and this fight causes the death of grandfather Basri.

PRODUCER: TMC Film Yapım A.Ş.

ORIGINAL TITLE: Şeref Meselesi
YEAR: 2014
EPISODE: 76 Commercial Hours
DUBBING: English, Spanish, French, Portuguese

man of power Savaş needs justice on this way. She carries the burden of the two men’s sins until love comes
into the equation.“

As a result of his death, the whole family receives an inheritance and moves to Istanbul. Hasan decides to open a

PRODUCER: D PRODUCTIONS

jewelry store with the assistance of Sadullah, who is a beloved and well-known man in the neighborhood. Yiğit, on

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

day one attracts the attention of all the neighborhood girls. Kübra and Derya are among these girls and they both

TRAILER:

fall in love with him at first sight. However, Yiğit develops a crush on Sibel who is an arrogant model. Sibel runs from

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

Yiğit and throws herself into Emir’s arms. She becomes Emir’s first love. Hasan borrows money from Sadullah and
opens his store. One day before the opening, the store is robbed and he is left with a loan and no means of repaying
it. Hasan can’t deal with it and commits suicide. After his tragic suicide the two brothers attempt to avenge their
father. Yiğit tries to avenge him illegally while Emir tries to do it by legal means.

30

An accident in a rainy night changes these three of people’s lives. The man of justice Oktay needs power, the

31

TWINS

A.K.A THE LEGEND

PREMIUM DRAMA

İKİZLER

PREMIUM DRAMA

ADI EFSANE

CAST: Emir Berke Zincidi, Nehir Erdoğan, Burak Hakkı,
Özgürcan Çevik

Memo and Can; two very different lives… On one side; Memo, who lives in a small and loving family with his

CAST: Erdal Beşikçioğlu, Gökçe Bahadır, Rojda Demirer, Reha
Özcan, Güneş Hayat, Bülent Düzgünoğlu, Cem Yiğit Üzümoğlu,
Almila Ada, Leya Kırşan, Baran Bölükbaşı, Hakan Ummak, Kaan
Selvi, Özgü Kaya, Emre Bey, Şenay Gürler

Legendary basketball player Tarık Aksoy who got injured in a horrible car accident while in his prime, is forced

uncle and his mother. Trying to cling to life by collecting scrap pieces from the suburbs of Istanbul. On the other
ORIGINAL TITLE: İkizler

side; Can, who lives in the grip of his grandfather Mümtaz, in a large mansion together with his father Onur and
YEAR: 2018
EPISODE: 78 Commercial Hours

to retire. Tarık starts losing everything he has one by one, and finally he loses custody of his children too. Tarık
needs to get a job to get his children back but because of his bad reputation, nobody wants to hire him. Just as

ORIGINAL TITLE: Adı Efsane

the teachers and educators. When the paths of the two children, who live these two different lives intersect,

YEAR: 2017

emotional and funny stories will be experienced, big secrets will be revealed.

PRODUCER: Erler Film

EPISODE: 86 Commercial Hours

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

PRODUCER: D PRODUCTIONS

TRAILER:

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D
TRAILER:
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he was about to lose all hope, he gets an offer from a local high school to be the coach. But the thing is, in order
to get the job he needs to form a basketball team with the troubled kids there. Wanting to get his daughters
back, Tarık has no other choice but to accept this offer.

NAMELESS SQUAD

BROKEN
PREMIUM DRAMA

KIZLARIM İÇİN

PREMIUM DRAMA

İSİMSİZLER

CAST: Fikret Kuşkan, Tuvana Türkay, Elifcan Ongurlar, Sanem
Yeles, Ahsen Eroğlu, Ülkü Duru, Serdar Özer, Anıl Tetik, Özgün
Çoban, Sibel Taşçıoğlu, Numan Çakır, Hakan Yufkacıgil

“Yaşar is a poor man with five daughters and he loves them very much. He works at two jobs to afford his family’s

CAST: Uğur Güneş, Hande Soral, Bülent Alkış, Kürşat Alnıaçık,
Mert Öcal, Atsız Karaduman, Çağkan Çulha, Musab Ekici

“Fatih is a young, successful, and promising diplomat. He is assigned to a Turkish mission abroad, and just

need but it is not enough for his wife. His wife is having an affair with their neighbor Zübeyir and one day their middle

as he is about to start his new job there his life changes with grim news from Virankaya. District governor of
ORIGINAL TITLE: İsimsizler

ORIGINAL TITLE: Kızlarım İçin
YEAR: 2017
EPISODE: 41 Commercial Hours

daughter, Sumru, sees them together. Mother and daughter start to argue and Sumru accidentally kills her mom.

Virankaya was martyred. Fatih, with the support of the President, volunteers to replace him as the new district
YEAR: 2017

Yaşar takes the blame and goes to prison and they hid the truth from everybody else. Kumru, the older daughter who

EPISODE: 27 Original Episodes

is a med student quits her internship and starts working to look after her sisters. Their eldest sister, Selva, is married

governor. He chooses being under fire for his country over a desk job. He goes to Virankaya with his 7-strong
team of patriots driven with love for the nation. Only the ones who can read between the lines of history know

with children but she has a very unhappy life. Suna is an A-level high school student and Huma is the youngest of

PRODUCER: BARAKUDA FİLM & ES FİLM

their names. While fighting their invisible enemies, this team needs to unmask them first. Because the enemy

them, goes to primary school. Despite the huge traumatic loss of their mom and incarceration of their father, these

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

is not honorable like they are, the enemy uses puppets.“

sisters will stand together and brave to the life’s struggles.

TRAILER:

PRODUCER: SÜREÇ FİLM
ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D
TRAILER:
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MERCY

SWEET REVENGE

PREMIUM DRAMA

MERHAMET

PREMIUM DRAMA

TATLI İNTİKAM

CAST: Özgü Namal, İbrahim Çelikkol

She is a true hero who has overcome the trouble and misery dealt by her mean family and the big city. Her story

Pelin, unlucky with her love life, finally decides to marry the man of her dreams. However, the groom Tolga,

ORIGINAL TITLE: Merhamet

starts in a small village but ends in Istanbul. Narin has had to overcome many difficulties to come to the big city,

CAST: Leyla Lydia Tuğutlu, Furkan Andıç,
Can Nergis, Zeyno Günenç, Ayşenil Şamlıoğlu, Kerem
Atabeyoğlu, Hazal Türesan, Çağrı Çıtanak, Cemre Gümeli,
Seren Deniz Yalçın, Bülent Seyran, Elif Çakman

YEAR: 2013

but once she is there, her luck begins to turn… Fate crosses her path when Deniz, the daughter of a very rich

EPISODE: 97 Commercial Hours

family enters her life; the two girls become good friends. Deniz helps Narin adapt to life in Istanbul and Narin

DUBBING: Spanish

offers her a warm and true friendship in return. Deniz’s jealous younger sister Irmak, however, is determined to

PRODUCER: MOST PRODUCTION
ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

gets lost and on her wedding day, Pelin is alone. After this horrible event, it is almost impossible for Pelin to live
happily, and she believes that it all happened due to someone she met in her past life. Everything begins with

ORIGINAL TITLE: Tatlı İntikam
YEAR: 2016

Pelin’s search for faith. While she starts to question her past, she remembers Tankut, the guy who loved her
during her college years. Tankut, heart broken and humiliated by Pelin in front of everyone, was forced to leave

get back the sister she “lost” to Narin. She leaves her luxurious life in Switzerland and returns to İstanbul once

EPISODE: 82 Commercial Hours

the school and start a new life. Tankut went abroad and built up a new life in a foreign country while becoming

and for all. However, Irmak is not alone. Her boyfriend Fırat, a handsome and successful assistant director of a

DUBBING: Spanish

a cook. After a while, he returned to Turkey and opened a restaurant for himself. Pelin believes that if she finds

big bank is by her side. Narin quickly realizes that Firat is her long lost lover and is greatly pained that Fırat does

PRODUCER: D PRODUCTIONS

Tankut and apologizes to him, there may be a chance for her to get rid of this curse. However, things will not be

not seem to even recognize her. On top of all of this, her law firm takes on the case of Sermet Karayel, a shifty

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

so easy, because Tankut is no longer the same person. For Tankut, it is just the right time to take his revenge on

character that Fırat’s bank gave credit to. Narin is put in charge of the case, and as it turns out, Sermet is also

TRAILER:

Pelin.

TRAILER:

a character from her past. Narin will soon find out that she is wrong and the love she thought was dead will be
reborn from the ashes. It will be stronger than ever. But will the shadows of the past leave Narin in peace?
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LADY’S FARM

LEAF CAST

PREMIUM DRAMA

HANIMIN ÇİFTLİĞİ

PREMIUM DRAMA

YAPRAK DÖKÜMÜ

CAST: Mehmet Aslantuğ, Özgü Namal,
Caner Cindoruk, Ebru Özkan

The story begins in 1950s. A time where excitement is in the air due to the elections’ deadline, a competition

CAST: Halil Ergün, Güven Hokna,
Bennu Yıldırımlar, Deniz Çakır

When asked to ignore an injustice, Ali Riza Bey, who devoted his life to instilling good values in his five children,

that rises day by day between the Democrats and Republicans. Adana (a city in southern Turkey), with its fertile

resigns from his position as District Governor. When his daughter Necla is accepted to a university in Istanbul

ORIGINAL TITLE: Hanımın Çiftliği

ORIGINAL TITLE: Yaprak Dökümü

lands, vast cotton fields and factories, gives hope to thousands of poor people who struggle to survive. It is a
YEAR: 2011
EPISODE: 164 Commercial Hours

they all decide to settle in Istanbul. Ali Riza Bey figures out that the city where he was born and raised has
YEAR: 2010

story of the rebellion that social injustice creates, and where the dreams of going up in society into a higher

EPISODE: 348 Commercial Hours

class brutalize desperate people, but nevertheless a story in which hopes never end. The story begins with

PRODUCER: GOLD

Güllü’s innocent love towards Kemal which starts the process that removes Kemal from Güllü’s love and onto

DUBBING: Spanish

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

the road to prosperity, power, and to the lady’s farm.

PRODUCER: AY YAPIM

TRAILER:

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D
TRAILER:
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changed a lot. His eldest daughter Fikret is sad because she left a love story behind, while Necla, Leyla and
little Ayse are excited that they will now be living in Istanbul, and his wife, Hayriye Hanim, is agitated. Will the
hardships of life let Ali Rıza bey keep his family together or will they completely fall apart?

BEYOND THE CLOUDS

BANDITS
PREMIUM DRAMA

ULAN İSTANBUL

PREMIUM DRAMA

BİR BULUT OLSAM

CAST: Uğur Polat, Şebnem Bozoklu,
Sevtap Özaltun, Erkan Kolçak Köstendil

Kandemir is the head of a gang which conducts robberies. Their main goal is to rob fairly. What connects the

CAST: Melisa Sözen, Engin Altan Düzyatan, Engin Akyürek,
Ünal Silver

In a border village, Güzelyurt, where life flows calmly, in the town’s largest and most magnificent mansion,

members of the gang to one another is friendship. Unfortunately, everything changes after an old friend of

the unrequited sick and passionate love which is observed is freezing the blood of those who witness it... As

ORIGINAL TITLE: Ulan İstanbul

ORIGINAL TITLE: Bir Bulut Olsam

Kandemir, Ali Rıza Kaptan’s goes to prison. Kandemir and the gang settle into an old neighborhood which seems
YEAR: 2014
EPISODES: 36 Original Episodes

Mayor Aslan Bulut Ünal and his family live in the order they established on their own, one day, with the arrival
YEAR: 2009

quiet and peaceful. However, nothing is as how it seems in the neighborhood. They introduce themselves to

EPISODE: 63 Commercial Hours

their neighbors as the Nevizade family. Protagonists Kandemir, Ferdi, Karlos, Yaren, Bahadır and Derya have had

of a doctor to the village the established order will change. Will it not be let out of the room? Nothing will be
the same from now on... Dr. Serdar Batur, who for ten years worked in the health programs of the UN in the hot

PRODUCER: D PRODUCTIONS

hard times and when they gather under one roof these gang members still carry the traces of those hard times.

DUBBING: Spanish

spots of the world, comes to Güzelyurt, a border village that is located in a mined area. Narin, a fragile girl, who

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

Kandemir wishes to confront his daughter and show her that he is no longer a man of monkey business, while

PRODUCER: TIMS

experienced a lot of oppression because of Mustafa’s diseased love, with resignation to her faith, she would

TRAILER:

blood brothers Ferdi and Karlos who ran away from an orphanage still carry the misery of the streets; Yaren

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

talk to the clouds and her Lord and pray. Serdar and his mother find out about the tragedy Narin is facing and

who came to İstanbul with the hope of being a famous singer is singing in taverns; Bahadır uses his genius for

TRAILER:

will endeavor to save her from the torture she is experiencing, however Mustafa will not let the girl he loves

hacking computers and Derya joins the gang with her acting skills in order to save her father.

with a sick passion go, and he will burn everywhere with the hell fire
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MINI SERIES

DOUBLE TROUBLE

BIG FAT LIES

MINI SERIES

MUHTEŞEM İKİLİ

MINI SERIES

KOCA KOCA YALANLAR

CAST: İbrahim Çelikkol, Öykü Karayel, Özge Gürel, Kerem Bursin

Mustafa Kerim Can, with the name known in the organization of the European side of the MKC; Mert Barca is the

The mother of three children, Müjgan lives a quiet and orderly life with her husband Ahmet. He is a financial

ORIGINAL TITLE: Muhteşem İkili

most ambitious Organized Branch commissioner on the Anatolian side. The whole police department knows

YEAR: 2018

that these two men hate each other. Aside from the competition from the past, the police academy, the main

CAST: Hakan Yılmaz, Evrim Alasya, Selen Uçer, Pelin Öztekin,
Ferdi Sancar, Rüzgar Aksoy, Tuğçe Karabacak, Sertan Erkaçan,
Sacide Taşener, Selen Domaç, Doğa Zeynep Doğuşlu,
Tolga Ortancıl, Elif Dilara Güneş, Bartu Mutlu, Berke Mutlu,
Müge Bayramoğlu, Beril Özcan, Deniz Kılıç, Furkan Bay

EPISODE: 40 Commercial Hours

issue between them is a highly emotional and personal matter. He has brought these two policemen, who

ORIGINAL TITLE: Koca Koca Yalanlar

However, she does not overlook that her husband is changing day by day. Sude, a young, beautiful and

PRODUCER: Limon Film

have been trying to stay away from each other for years, against a giant drug raid (the “Mermaid” operation).

YEAR: 2018

ambitious woman, wants to have a life that she deserves through a rich husband. Müjgan, with the support of

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D
TRAILER:

The courage of Barca and the intelligence of the MKC ensure that the operation is successful, but the pair

EPISODE: 37 Commercial Hours

eventually makes a very strong common enemy. The men at the head of the drug network are ruthless and

PRODUCER: Limon Film

powerful criminals around the world. Demiray Hazan is their leader. Demiray is determined to eliminate two
ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

police officers. The MKC and Barca find themselves in the middle of a shrinking circle, struggling for the lives
TRAILER:

of their loved ones and themselves. Events force them to face their past. The two policemen are forced to set
aside their problems with each other and fight together against their common enemies. Their enemies are very
powerful. Their struggle is difficult, but it will be more difficult to tolerate each other
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consultant. The marriage of Müjgan and Ahmet that has lasted for 17 years, begins to fall apart when Ahmet
meets Sude, a young and beautiful girl. Initially, Müjgan does not think that her husband is having an affair.

her close friends Nilgün and Canan, begins a tough fight. While the three women question their lives through
love, loyalty and marriage, they face all the realities they did not realize until that day

LET’S FALL IN LOVE

BLOOD TIES

MINI SERIES

VER ELİNİ AŞK

MINI SERIES

EVLAT KOKUSU

CAST: Köksal Engür, Ali İl, Sevda Erginci, Gülsün Sare Fil

Kaan is a Ph.D. student, but after a one-night stand his life changed when he became a single dad of an

ORIGINAL TITLE: Ver Elini Aşk

8-month-old daughter, Sue Allen. One day, his babysitter quits and Kaan hires a village girl, Ayperi, to take care

YEAR: 2017

of his baby. However, this simple village girl will change Kaan’s life forever. (This story began 43 years ago at

EPISODES: 11 Original Episodes

Cyprus War. Ayperi’s grandfather saved Kaan’s grandfather’s life.) Getting closer while arguing about almost

CAST: Hande Soral, Barış Kılıç, Sedef Avcı,
Murat Han, Yeşim Salkım, Selen Uçer,
Alihan Türkdemir, Balım Gaye Bayrak,
Nail Kırmızıgül, Pınar Çağlar Gençtürk,
Haktan Pak, Hülya Duyar, Engin Yüksel,
Tuğçe Kumral, Dilan Telkök, Aksel Üstün, Doğancan Sarıkaya

PRODUCER: SALACAK YAPIM

everything, these two Kaan and Ayperi will face a real obstacle, when Sue’s real mother shows up. Now Kaan

While working as a pediatric nurse at a hospital in Amsterdam, Zeyno gets impregnated by the first man she fell
in love with. Dreaming of starting a happy family with the man she loves, Zeyno has no idea about what is planned
for her. Zeyno’s momentary anger although costs her her son, it creates an unbreakable bond between her and
the Akbas family. The Akbaş family is Turkey’s leading family in the energy industry. On top of the power struggle
within the family, troubles of the members of the family with their spouses and children make life harder for the
Akbaş family. Evlat Kokusu is the story of Zeyno who turns from a young innocent girl crushed under her big dream
into a brave, fighting and ruthless young woman. Evlat Kokusu is the story of Aslan and his continuous battel with
himself, who is stuck between his conscience and obligations, who has lost all hope for love when his life got
turned upside down in just one day. Evlat Kokusu is the story of Zümrüt who is forced to make the hardest decision
in her life as a result of a mistake caused by desperation. The story of Hünkar who challenges everything to get
power in the shadow of his big secret, of Cevahir who leads his life with his fad and a devil-may-care mentality,
and of Seher who waits around until her day finally comes, It’s the story of two children whose lives and fates are
forever bound. Evlat Kokusu is the story of two women who would do anything and everything for their children...
How far will you go to save your child?

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

ORIGINAL TITLE: Evlat Kokusu
YEAR: 2017

has to choose his bride; a woman that fits him perfectly or a simple village girl who takes care of his baby girl?

EPISODE: 9 Original Episodes
TRAILER:

PRODUCER: ENDEMOL SHINE TÜRKİYE
ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D
TRAILER:
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THE CAPTIVE

LOVE vs. LIES

MINI SERIES

TUTSAK

MINI SERIES

İKİ YALANCI

CAST: Pamir Pekin, Caner Şahin,
Gülper Özdemir

After her parents died, Elif had lost hope in her life. Her uncle had arranged a marriage with an extremely jealous

CAST: Keremcem, Yağmur Tanrısevsin,
Serhan Arslan, Hazal Şenel, Koray Erkök

Serkan has been left by his f iancee because of his f inantial situation. Duygu got f ired from her job. These two

man who is 30 years older than her. Her life collapses one more time after she loses her husband. Now, she is

young people decide to go to Bodrum with their friends, each deciding to find a rich partner to marry and live a

ORIGINAL TITLE: Tutsak

ORIGINAL TITLE: İki Yalancı

all alone in a foreign town and has to take care of herself. She finds a job as a maid in a mansion that is probably
YEAR: 2017
EPISODES: 9 Original Episodes

better life. They end up meeting, and both pretent they come from a rich family in order to attract the other. In
YEAR: 2017

the property of her husband’s killers. Elif finds herself in the middle of a chaos. However, Elif who starts life from

EPISODE: 9 Original Episodes

ground zero will survive through these heartless and corrupted people.

PRODUCER: 1441 PRODUCTIONS

PRODUCER: TÜKENMEZ KALEM

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D
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the midst of all the lies they fall deeply in love. Unfortunately the lies they have told become obstacles in their
relationship, but fate has a different plan for them when they cross paths once again in a new place with new
lies.

SECRETS

LOVE

MINI SERIES

KAYIP

MINI SERIES

A.Ş.K.

CAST: Mete Horozoğlu, Aslı Enver, İlker Kaleli

Kemal and Leyla have everything in life to be envious of. They have a family business, a splendid house, two
children etc…But with a series of unexpected events, the portrait of this beautiful family is destroyed in a single
night. Kerem, the beloved son of Leyla and Kemal Özdemir, is taken away from his home by what appear to
be two police officers. Leyla is devastated by the news, but there is a more shocking truth that has yet to be
revealed. The night that Kerem is kidnapped, Leyla gets a message that says “Don’t get the police involved or
your son dies!” The unfortunate parents, who can’t contact with the police, hire a former police officer Mehmet
in order to help them find their son. The moment he meets the family, Mehmet understands that this case is
much bigger and more complicated than it seems. As Mehmet tries to solve the current situation, he comes up
with more questions. Is this a plan of revenge connected to the family members’ dark pasts, secrets, lies and
mistakes? Has Kerem been kidnapped for a ransom? A case that started as a simple missing person’s case
begins to get complicated. Murders, terrible games and mind boggling intrigues all play a part. On one side,
there is the kidnapped child and the kidnappers, on the other side there are murders, other missing people
and an invisible “enemy”. According to Mehmet, everyone in and around the family is a potential suspect. Is
the invisible “enemy”, the orchestrator of all these plans, the reason behind this pain, someone among these
people or someone far from the family? Kerem’s mysterious kidnapping will influence the family relationships
deeply and force everyone to reveal their secrets. The fact that Mehmet starts to make this case a personal
matter and that Kemal gets closer with Özlem will dissolve the family ties and reveal hidden truths one by one.

CAST: Hazal Kaya, Nebahat Çehre, Hakan Kurtaş,
Aslı Tandoğan

If people were asked to name the one thing money can’t buy, the most common answer would be LOVE…There

ORIGINAL TITLE: Kayıp
YEAR: 2013
EPISODES: 43 Commercial Hours
DUBBING: Spanish, English
PRODUCER: D PRODUCTIONS
ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D
TRAILER:

is nothing in the world more precious and stronger than love. For Azra and Kerem, love is all they have. They
ORIGINAL TITLE: A.Ş.K.

are infatuated with each other. They met in a Sports Academy and have been together ever since. Azra can

YEAR: 2013

barely support her family and Kerem has been out of work for a while. The only thing that is going right in their

EPISODE: 30 Commercial Hours

lives is love. But without money, will love be enough for them? All of the sudden, Şebnem enters their lives

DUBBING: Spanish, English

and this marks the beginning of crucial events and changes. Şebnem is one of Azra’s rich students and she

PRODUCER: GOLD

has a deadly illness which causes her to faint during the course. She has everything a person is looking forexcept love. She doesn’t want to die without experiencing true love. She pours her heart out to Azra. Soon Azra

ORIGIN
ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

realizes that she hopes to save her and her love for Kerem. She is an angel and a devil, a friend and an enemy to
Şebnem. Will Azra and Kerem sacrifice their love to save their lives from the destruction of poverty? Will they
put their love at risk? Azra and Kerem, only had love once upon a time. Will their love be plunged into darkness?
Will they ever be able to smile again?
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LIFE AS IT IS

FALLEN ANGEL

MINI SERIES

HAYAT YOLUNDA

MINI SERIES

KÖTÜ YOL

CAST: Ediz Hun, İlker İnanoğlu,
Nur Fettahoğlu, Sinem Öztürk

The private hospital of Professor Doctor Veysel, who devotes himself to save lives without expecting anything

CAST: Cansel Elçin, İlker Aksum, Şükran Ovalı

1965, Adana, Turkey… Nuran is amazingly beautiful and attracts everyone in her village. She is being forced by

in return, is on the verge of bankruptcy. Moreover, the doctors working there start resigning one by one. To

ORIGINAL TITLE: Kötü Yol

her family to marry an old wealthy man from the village who is willing to pay an expensive dowry in return. Her

create a new team, Professor Veysel makes job offers to his former students, today’s successful surgeons

YEAR: 2012

only hope of salvation is to run away with her lover Resat. However, it turns out that Resat is cheating on her

working in different parts of Turkey. With all the refusals, he is shattered. His daughter Yelda, also a doctor,

EPISODE: 13 Original Episodes

with his boss’s wife... Nuran decides to run away to the big city, Istanbul, without him and follow her dreams to

gathers her old doctor friends to help his father. Şafak is a doctor living and working in İzmir. She learns that her

PRODUCER: GOLD

become a movie star. A famous film director, Kenan Yilmazer, decides to give Nuran a chance and help her be

ORIGINAL TITLE: Hayat Yolunda
YEAR: 2014
EPISODE: 32 Commercial Hours
DUBBING: Spanish

husband has an affair with her own assistant so she decides to change her life and moves to İstanbul to work

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

noticed, but this will not be easy as neither Resat nor his brother Ihsan leave her alone. What awaits Nuran in

PRODUCER: D PRODUCTIONS

with Professor Veysel. Selim, a very popular and handsome neurosurgeon working in a prestigious hospitals,

Istanbul? Will her destiny change with Kenan? Can she become famous? Will Nuran forgive her former lover

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

has to quit his job because a famous businessman died while Selim was performing a surgery on him. It is not

Resat? Will she decide to be with him again?

TRAILER:

easy to convince Selim to get back to work. Cem, working in Van for the sake of healing earthquake victims,
feels obliged to accept Yelda’s offer in order to cure a little girl. Tayfun, a former physician, decides to return to
the job because of his admiration to Professor Veysel. Even though Professor Veysel is ready to make a fresh
start, a bad surprise is waiting for him and his team.
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SULTAN

STORY OF SUMMER
MINI SERIES

YAZ’IN ÖYKÜSÜ

MINI SERIES

SULTAN

CAST: Vildan Atasever, Tansel Öngel,
Ece Çeşmioğlu, Çağdaş Onur Öztürk

Growing up in an orphanage her only wish was to meet her parents. Yaz does meet her parents, but at a very

CAST: Nurgül Yeşilçay, Şahin Irmak,
Orhan Şimşek

What makes a city hometown, and what makes a life authentic? Sultan and Seyhmus’ story starts years ago

hectic time of her life. The day that Yaz missed the episode of her favorite TV show, “Don’t Lose Hope” hosted

when Sultan runs away from home and marries her love Seyhmus, despite the family’s disapproval. However, it

ORIGINAL TITLE: Yaz’ın Öyküsü

by Umut Erpek, an unexpected truth involving Yaz come to light. A nurse getting through to the show, confesses

ORIGINAL TITLE: Sultan

YEAR: 2015

that Umut didn’t give birth to a stillborn child 18 years ago, the supposed stillborn child, Yaz, was alive and given

YEAR: 2012

isn’t long before they are stripped of their happiness. Seyhmus escapes to France on their wedding day. Sultan,

to an orphanage. Yaz was born when Umut and Mert were only 18 years old as a result of a one night stand.
EPISODE: 31 Commercial Hours

EPISODE: 20 Original Episodes

After learning that her daughter is alive, Umut tries to find her daughter and finds out that Doğu, Mert’s father, is

the bride, starts living with her husband’s family.. She does not give up on her husband and chooses to wait
for him. 15 years after their wedding day, Seyhmus returns surprisingly. Sultan feels excited and disappointed

PRODUCER: D PRODUCTIONS

the person who originally spread the lie - that Yaz was a stillborn child. Due to the fact that Mert let Umut down

PRODUCER: İSTANBUL MASS MEDIA

at the same time... Her love is not alone - he returns with his son... Her deep love towards her husband turns

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

when she was pregnant, Umut and Mert will have tense confrontations. Mert, whose parents, Nevra and Doğu,

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

into anger but Seyhmus seems not to give up on her. Sultan believes she does not have a place in either of the

TRAILER:

families anymore... She decides to go in her own direction and create a new life -living on her own… Will Sultan

TRAILER:

have always wanted him to be a famous surgeon, makes a living by making music and selling motorcycle
parts out of his home-studio. Mert gets himself into trouble after his employer failed to pay him. When he
meets his mom to ask for money, he finds out about Yaz, a secret kept from him for years. However, Mert, unlike

accept Seyhmus’ return - with a child from another woman after 15 years of separation? What will Seyhmus do

Umut, can’t accept the idea of being a parent at this age. After Yaz comprehends the fact that her mother is her

to win her love back?

celebrity idol, Umut Erpek, and her father Mert doesn’t want to play the role of her father, she will first try to deny
the truth to herself and then she will do her best to draw the family together.
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MISFITS

FAMILY SECRETS

MINI SERIES

GÜZEL VE ÇİRKİN

MINI SERIES

BABAM VE AİLESİ

CAST: Ali Sunal, Naz Elmas

Murat is a sergeant in the Homicide Department. He looks tough, however, underneath it all he doesn’t take life
so seriously. The only thing he is serious about is his work. He attracts attention wherever he goes, with the
stories he tells, the songs he hums and his charisma. When people tell him that very few cops like him remain,
he laughs it off. According to him, every rooster should rule its own roost. Nazlı is a young sergeant who has just
finished her education abroad with the highest marks. As she is a well-educated daughter of a rich family, her
insistence on being a police officer makes a lot of people around her curious. She refuses better positions that
would look good on her CV and insists on being in the field like a regular sergeant. Her biggest dream is to work
in the Homicide Department. Murat and Nazlı, knew that they wouldn’t get along with each other the minute
they met, but now their boss has assigned them to work as partners. Murat can’t accept the fact that they will
work together. According to him, this rookie who is fresh out of school and claims to know it all is going to be
nothing but a hindrance. For Nazlı, the situation is pretty much the same. She can’t work with a man as rude
as him and who doesn’t know how to talk with anyone politely. He is also extremely sexist! Murat can’t help
laughing whenever he looks at Nazlı. He is pretty sure that she can’t put up with this problematic part of İstanbul
more than a few days. All he has to do is wait. It won’t be long before Nazlı gives up in tears and wants to be
transferred to a desk job. Nazlı and Murat are like black and white, but they have one point in common. They
are both great murder detectives, catching criminals and closing cases. All they have to do is learn to work
together

CAST: Bülent İnal, Ayca Bingol, Ceyda Düvenci, Caner Şahin, Sera
Kutlubey, Sercan Badur, Doğa Zeynep Doğuşlu, Erdem Akakçe

As the famous businessman, Kemal İpekçi is living an enviable life in İstanbul with his wife Suzan and his

ORIGINAL TITLE: Güzel ve Çirkin
YEAR: 2012
EPISODE: 13 Original Episodes
PRODUCER: ALTIOKLAR
ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

children, Mert and Çiçek whom he loves very much. An incident that happens to his son Mert, brings out
ORIGINAL TITLE: Babam ve Ailesi

that Kemal İpekçi has another family that no one knows in Adana. His youth love Nilgün and their twins Kadir
YEAR: 2017
EPISODES: 41 Commercial Hours
DUBBING: Portuguese
ORIGINAL PRODUCER: GOLD
ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D
TRAILER:
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and Hasret has been living in Adana out of sight. Kemal had to live a double life till then. But when the truth is
revealed, Kemal will have to have a fight with unexpected issues to protect his incomplete love and children.

SOAP OPERA

LOVE & SIN

DESTINY

SOAP OPERA

AŞK & GÜNAH

SOAP OPERA

ALIN YAZIM

CAST: Tekin Temel, Seren Deniz Yalçın,
Türkan Kiliç, İlknur Şaşmazer

This story is about the power struggle of two women, Nesrin and Selda. Nesrin, who has the benefit of youth

CAST: Deniz Özlem Durmaz, Duygu Keser, Orhan Aydın,
Ozan Dağgez, Yeşim Gül

As soon as Asya was born, she was left at an orphanage. She lost her mother during birth and when she was
only two days old, her father died. From that moment on, misery hasn’t left her alone...Until the age of eight,

wins, and Selda has no choice but to leave life as she knows it, behind. Selda couldn’t have guessed that the
ORIGINAL TITLE: Aşk & Günah

ORIGINAL TITLE: Alın Yazım

she stayed at an orphanage in İstanbul, and then she was moved to another orphanage in Eskişehir. Asya was

YEAR: 2015

supposed to be the responsibility of her aunt Aysel and her uncle Levent, but her aunt knew that Asya was the

EPISODE: 202 Original Episodes

only heir to an enormous inheritance. Therefore, she came up with a plan to get rid of Asya and take all of the
inheritance for herself and her secret lover, Kürşat. The plan went smoothly and Aysel received the inheritance

daughter of her husband’s driver, Nesrin, who entered her house like a refugee could manage to take her life
YEAR: 2015
EPISODE: 120 Original Episodes

away from her. Naturally, Nesrin wasn’t the only guilty party. Selda’s former husband was as guilty as Nesrin.
When her husband brought Nesrin home, he claimed that he saw her as his daughter. The fact that he married

DUBBING: Portuguese

a girl whom he called his daughter devastates both his former wife and his children. Selda is approaching her

DUBBING: Spanish

PRODUCER: D PRODUCTIONS

fifties and feels humiliated to have been left for a younger woman. However that is not the only reason of her

PRODUCER: DÜŞ GEZGİNLERİ

sorrow. She married Kerim at an early age, therefore sacrificing her life for the good of her home and children.

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

of her husband’s brother. However, there was something that Aysel was not aware of. Aysel thought that Asya
was dead. Kürşat had taken the child to an orphanage and had kept track of her throughout her life in hopes to

She feels regret when thinking about how he wasted her life for years.

get even with Aysel after she betrayed him. After Asya’s arrival in Istanbul, the fact that she is the only heir to
the inheritance comes to light. Asya begins an intimate relationship with her cousin Selma’s fiancé, Yiğit. This
incident will make her aunt and cousin treat Asya as an enemy and the love of Yiğit and Asya will be put to the
test. A wild love, unforgettable plots, jealousy and souless ambition…Only their love can cure
these problems…
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FALLEN APART
SOAP OPERA

HIÇKIRIK

CAST: Sezgi Sena Akay, Barış Arda Hacıoğlu,
Selçuk Özer

A modern adaptation of a famous novel written by Kerime Nadir, Fallen Apart tells an impossible love story of
Kenan and Nalan. Kenan is an orphan adopted by Nalan’s father Azmi who is extremely rich. Kenan came to

ORIGINAL TITLE: Hıçkırık

Azmi’s mansion and grew up with Nalan. And when he finishes his school he becomes a very successful sea
YEAR: 2017
EPISODE: 50 Original Episodes
PRODUCER: Birsel Film

captain. After his long overseas trips, he comes back to the mansion and sees Nalan as a beautiful young lady.
They fall into each other however they both can’t find the courage to confess their love. Not only the social
differences but also a dangerous man, İlhami, are the biggest threats to their love.

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D
TRAILER:
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LIBRARY

LIBRARY

LIBRARY

GUMUS

BIDDING FAREWELL

A NIGHT IN JUNE

BACKSTREETS

ALL MY CHILDREN

GÜMÜŞ

ELVEDA DERKEN

HAZİRAN GECESİ

ARKA SOKAKLAR

BÜTÜN ÇOCUKLARIM

CAST: Kıvanç Tatlıtuğ, Songül Öden, Ekrem Bora, Güngör Bayrak

CAST: Ece Uslu, Burcu Kara, Gökhan Tepe, Sinan Sümer

CAST: Özcan Deniz, Burcu Kara, Naz Elmas

CAST: Kadir İnanır, Jülide Kural

ORIGINAL TITLE: Gümüş

ORIGINAL TITLE: Elveda Derken

ORIGINAL TITLE: Haziran Gecesi

CAST: Zafer Ergin, Şevket Çoruh, Gamze Özçelik, Özgür Ozan,
Uğur Pektaş

ORIGINAL TITLE: Bütün Çocuklarım

CAST: Burak Özçivit, Özlem Yilmaz, Sümer Tilmaç, Işıl Yücesoy

YEAR: 2007

YEAR: 2008

YEAR: 2006

ORIGINAL TITLE: Arka Sokaklar

YEAR: 2004

ORIGINAL TITLE: Zoraki Koca

EPISODE: 45 Original Epidodes

YEAR: 2007

THE ACCIDENTAL HUSBAND
ZORAKİ KOCA

EPISODE: 182 Commercial Hours

EPISODE: 102 Commercial Hours

EPISODE: 62 Original Episodes

YEAR: 2006

DUBBING: Spanish

DUBBING: Spanish

PRODUCER: GOLD

EPISODE: 556 Original Episode & S15 In Production

DUBBING: Arabic

EPISODE: 26 Original Episodes

PRODUCER: D PRODUCTIONS

PRODUCER: YAĞMUR AJANS

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

DUBBING: Arabic

PRODUCER: MASAL EVİ

PRODUCER: ÜÇ NOKTA

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

PRODUCER: ERLER FİLM

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

TRAILER:

TRAILER:

The story about Ali Yahya and his large family… He moved
to Istanbul from a smaller city 30 years ago with his
family. He had to make a arranged marriage with a woman
that he doesn’t love. Even if he and his wife didn’t love
eachother they always showed respect. When Hulya
passes away the whole familt gathers and all the hidden
secrets reveal. And that is when there are new beginnings
for every family member.

Omer makes all the girls so excited with just a glance. He
is so hot, so rich. Ayşe, being abandoned by her father,
learned how to stand on her feet, she doesn’t trust men.
Omer’s father asks him to solve an estate problem in
Southern Turkey. Omer who usually charms girls easily
hits a tough rock this time: Ayse. By the time he realizes
she is not affected by his attention, he gets more eager
to capture her. Eventually his friends begin to bet on their
relationship. For the sake of a bet he marries the girl. But
finally he figures out that it was just a bet, and before
things get any worse he runs away. Will his escape to
İstanbul rescue her?

TRAILER:

Mehmet loses the woman he loves in a terrible accident
and becomes weary of life. Gümüş is patiently waiting
for Mehmet, whom she has loved since her childhood, to
eventually love her back. The rise of a poor girl after being
given the kiss of chance, the fact that she creates her own
fate and rose to the top, her exciting adventure, the smart
“Cinderella” story appeals to modern day audiences. A
rapturous Cinderella romance set in the present day. Life
can sometimes change with a simple phone call similar to
how Gümüş’s life changed that morning.

TRAILER:

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

TRAILER:

In this series, the story begins with the minor dizziness of
Pediatrician Lale who has a very happy family, and who
deeply loves her husband and her two little daughters.
Medical exams reveal that she has a tumor in her brain.
Thus, Lale’s deadly disease leads to major changes in her
life as well as the life of her family, Ateş and her children’s
kindergarten teacher Zeynep. While Lale is living her life
far from all kinds of problems with her author husband Ege
and her two daughters, what starts with a little dizziness
will turn her life into a nightmare.

Havin, is a young and beautiful woman with a dead mother,
and a father in jail, a hard life awaits her. Her best friend
Lale, convinces her to go to a meeting where politicians
will attend. The meeting takes place in a hotel room, and
one of the most famous politicians, Ural, pays very close
attention to Havin. Ural is unaware of the trap that his
enemies have prepared for him. They take photos of Ural
and Havin together to blackmail him. In the meantime
Ural’s son Baran who lives in Italy returns home. Baran’s
best friend Levon organizes a birthday party for him where
he meets Havin and falls for her beauty. At the same time
Ural’s wife Kumru receives the blackmail photos. Baran,
who is desperately falling in love with Havin, brings her
home to introduce to his family…

Streets, criminals, thieves, murderers… against brave
police officers… The funny and interesting adventures
of a police unit… A time-defying, huge mysterious city:
Istanbul… and our brave police officers challenged by all
the hardships and the wickedness of making every inch
of this city more ‘secure’ for everyone. Our heroes always
stand by each other in joy, pain, love and loneliness.
If one stumbles, they all give support to him/her. They
toast for the same happiness and sometimes share the
same tear. They will try to find their way both in their lives
and on the streets of Istanbul with their ‘team spirit’ and
‘determination’.
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LIBRARY

ALI

MENEKSE AND HALIL

MY SOUL MATE

MY MOM

LITTLE LORD

EVIDENCE

KEŞANLI ALİ DESTANI

MENEKŞE İLE HALİL

YOL ARKADAŞIM

ANNEM

KÜÇÜK AĞA

KANIT

CAST: Nejat İşler, Belçim Bilgin, Hale Akınlı

CAST: Özge Özberk, Polat Bilgin, Sinan Tuzcu, Goncagül Sunar,
Ümit Yesin

CAST: Vahide Gördüm, Talat Bulut, Duygu Yetiş, İlhan Şeşen

CAST: Birce Akalay, Sarp Leventoğlu, Zeki Alasya,
Emir Berke Zincidi

CAST: Prof. Dr. Sevil Atasoy, Engin Benli

ORIGINAL TITLE: Keşanlı Ali

CAST: Kivanç Tatlituğ, Sedef Avci,
Murat Daltaban, Fırat Tanış
ORIGINAL TITLE: Menekşe İle Halil

ORIGINAL TITLE: Yol Arkadaşım

ORIGINAL TITLE: Küçük Ağa

YEAR: 2012

YEAR: 2009

YEAR: 2011

EPISODE: 20 Original Episodes

YEAR: 2008

YEAR: 2014

EPISODE: 100 Original Episodes

PRODUCER: D PRODUCTIONS

EPISODE: 36 Original Episodes

EPISODE: 41 Original Episodes

EPISODE: 124 Commercial Hours

PRODUCER: GOLD

PRODUCER: ANS

PRODUCER: D PRODUCTIONS

PRODUCER: ASIS

PRODUCER: ERLER

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

ORIGINAL TITLE: Annem

YEAR: 2008

EPISODE: 64 Original Episodes

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

ORIGINAL TITLE: Kanıt

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

TRAILER:

Istanbul in 1950s... This is the story of a man, Ali, from a
shantytown who was thrown into jail for a crime he did not
commit, but who becomes a hero for his alleged murder of
a much hated bully

It is an impossible love story, like many others in history.
Menekşe was born in Turkey and raised in Germany. Halil
is a young Bosnian man... The secret that he can’t tell even
Menekşe about is a heavy burden on him... Menekşe is
ready to give up life to avoid giving up Halil... Halil is ready
to die for her... Their story stretches from Germany to
Istanbul... They will not give up their love, even if they are
separated from each other, even there is death at the end
of the road or a trap in their path. “Menekşe and Halil” is a
love story... An impossible love story that starts in Berlin
and drifts into Istanbul... Menekşe and Halil are the heroes
of this love... They get lost no matter where they escape.

Ayla and Sertac are happily married, with a daughter, Eylul.
One day, Ayla finds out that her husband is having an affair
and she goes back to her village taking her daughter with
her. A new life is waiting for her. She has to deal with her
new life and her child who is mad at her for leaving her
husband... A lot of incidents, hardships, and childhood
love are waiting for Eylul. Sertac, an unfaithful husband,
tries to gain his wife’s trust back. Ayla is at an important
Crossroads for the first time in her life.

Musa and Zeynep got married years ago with great love
in their hearts, but Zeynep couldn’t forgive her husband’s
betrayal during her pregnancy and got divorced from
him without telling him about their baby. After divorcing,
Zeynep starts a new life by moving to a small house, and
tries to survive working in the bazaar. Musa changes his
career, he is no longer in the construction business, he
gets involves in politics and leads a quality life eventually
getting engaged to a journalist. Unexpected things will
befall them when Musa learns the fact that he has a 16
year old daughter named Gonca. At the same time his
daughter Gonca figures out that her father is alive.
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Sanem, a daughter of a wealthy and ripe family from
Istanbul, and Ali, son of a rich landlord from Urfa suddenly
decided to end their marriage of 10 years. Sanem is a
neurologist in a private hospital, she is pretty, smart and
unaware of the attention she gets from others. Ali is also
good looking, presentable, and a bigshot, working at an
advertising agency where he is very successful. Six year
old Mehmet, affected by the divorce of his parents, has the
potential to be a naughty boy and tries everything to stop
his parents from separating. All of the naughty behavior
he shows at home on the street and at school goes
unnoticed. Family elders from both sides who culturally
come from different backgrounds decide do intervene in
this situation.

Each episode, an elite team of detectives work on a new
case. They are not just determined to catch the criminal,
but they are also trying to find out why the crime was
committed and which personal tragedy is at the heart
of these hideous crimes. The viewers will learn about
the unknowns of forensics and crime investigations.
“Evidence” brings the importance of small details to light
while investigating crimes committed... Finding the trails
that criminals leave... Drawing the angles of the blood
spatters... Is he the victim or the criminal? Which one is
the truth? Each episode, investigators and the specialists
go after new criminals. Their formula is: Investigate the
crime scene, interrogate witnesses and let the unfaltering
evidence for speak itself.

LIBRARY

LIBRARY

WILDROSE

UNDER THE TREES

THE FOREIGN GROOM

ENDLESS LOVE

TURKAN

DAYDREAMING

GÜLİZAR

IHLAMURLAR ALTINDA

YABANCI DAMAT

KINALI KAR

TÜRKAN

KAVAK YELLERİ

CAST: Farah Zeynep Abdullah, Osman Alkas, Berkay Ates

CAST: Erdal Özyağcilar, Sumru Yavrucuk,
Nehir Erdoğan, Özgür Çevik

CAST: Emrah, Nurseli İdiz, Özlem Conker

CAST: Pınar Öğün, Saygın Soysal

ORIGINAL TITLE: Gülizar

CAST: Bülent İnal, Tuba Büyüküstün, Sinan Tuzcu, Özge Borak,
Nur Sürer

CAST: Pelin Karahan, Aslı Enver,
İbrahim Kendirci, Sarp Apak

ORIGINAL TITLE: Ihlamurlar Altında

ORIGINAL TITLE: Yabancı Damat

ORIGINAL TITLE: Türkan

YEAR: 2013

YEAR: 2002

ORIGINAL TITLE: Kavak Yelleri

YEAR: 2007

YEAR: 2005

EPISODE: 90 Original Episodes

YEAR: 2010

EPISODE: 30 Commercial Hours

YEAR: 2011

EPISODE: 80 Original Episodes

EPISODE: 106 Original Episodes

PRODUCER: YAĞMUR AJANS

EPISODE: 26 Original Episodes
PRODUCER: KOLİBA

EPISODE: 170 Original Episodes

PRODUCER: O3
ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

PRODUCER: AVŞAR FİLM

PRODUCER: ERLER FİLM

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D

TRAILER:

TRAILER:

Yilmaz, the loud guy in the neighborhood who wins
peoples’ hearts by his honesty has fallen in love with Elif.
He can’t think of anyone else. Trying to survive their poor
life, the only desire they have is to complete the wedding
preparations and unite to live happily ever after. This fairy
tale however, is turned upside down when Elif meets a
wealthy man and is offered the ability to live a glorious
life which she had always dreamed of. Now she will have
to choose between a luxurious high class life and a life of
poverty but full of love.

Nazlı, returns to her hometown after graduating college,
but there is a surprise waiting for her. Her father wants her
to marry with his best friend’s son. Nazlı doesn’t accept
it and runs away from the house to Bodrum. She finds a
job and meets a good looking Greek guy there. How can a
relationship between a Greek and Turk have a successful
relationship when they are historical enemies? Nazlı and
Niko fall deeply in love with each other, but her family and
fiancé are chasing her. Niko’s singer girlfriend Anna is also
an obstacle to this love. Will this impossible love have a
happy ending or will they have to break up…

Her aim is to unite the villages and own everything to take
revenge of the past. But Nazar doesn’t accept to marry
Cabbar despite her mother’s insistence. She wants to
wait for the love of her life. And by the time she meets Ali,
a guy who became a teacher against all his rich family’s
objections. Now she finally meets real love with him. The
hardships of the morals and the ethics are now waiting
for them…

“Türkan” is inspired by the life of Prof. Dr. Türkan Saylan.
The story begins in 1960’s when Türkan is still a student
at the Medical Faculty. Apart from Türkan Saylan’s life
story, the panorama of the near history is also underlined.
While being a student in 1960’s, Türkan meets many once
in a life-time opportunities to fulfill her ideals in life. The
story is formed by the sequences from Türkan’s college
life, her friendships, and her family life... Her struggle
with her illness “leprosy”... Türkan, who is a mother, a
doctor, an idealist, and a caregiver, experiences many
disappointments, but never gives up to reach her ideals
in life.

TRAILER:

25 years old Gülizar lives in one of Izmir’s poorest
neighborhoods with her mother’s friend Suzan. Making
her own songs is Gülizar’s only passion, she really wants
to be a famous singer. Suzan works in a cheap nightclub
owned by Şerif who wants Gülizar to work at her club.
As if this is not enough an old man wants to marry with
Gülizar. Meanwhile, a sad new arrives from Gülizar’s real
dad who is very rich. He is very sick and has limited days.
He wants to see Gülizar for the last time and wants Gülizar
to live with them at their Mansion. When Gülizar arrives
at the Mansion, she immediately falls in love with Murat,
Mansion housekeeper’s son. However, he is engaged to
Gülizar’s stepsister Mine. Gülizar will both keep trying to
reach her dreams and challenge her new enemies in the
Mansion.

ORIGINAL TITLE: Kınalı Kar
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PRODUCER: TIMS

It is difficult to grow. The toys become small in your
hands, the houses and cities you thought were huge
become smaller. You learn that your father is not strong,
your mother is not patient, and that you can be wounded
from the inside. Growing up is also great. You do not know
which apple you bit, or which mushroom you have just
eaten. Cities to visit, loves to live, sins to taste, failures and
sweet mistakes waiting to be made. Life is in front of you,
waiting for you. Growing up is everyone’s most beautiful
story. “Kavak Yelleri” tells the story of four young people,
daydreaming, with hurricanes inside, with sweet poison in
their blood, eager to grow up.

LIBRARY

GENCO
GENCO
CAST: Alpay Atalan, Selen Seyven, Faik Ergin, Hazal Kaya
ORIGINAL TITLE: Genco
YEAR: 2008
EPISODE: 51 Original Episodes
PRODUCER: D PRODUCTIONS
ORIGINAL BROADCASTER: KANAL D
TRAILER:

A new building rising among the makeshift houses and
the old and crumbling buildings... A university where rich
students pay high tuition fees... Young people who see
this side of Istanbul for the very first time. Inhabitants of a
neighborhood stuck between hope and envy, concern and
opportunism, and Genco, a young man stuck in between
all of this. He will find love in his sister’s best friend Pinar.
However life will not let him experience love smoothly and
happily
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